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< p > as physical contact intensity of strong motion, no NBA NHL and NFL many buffer facilities, in order to prevent players fierce
impact lead to bite his tongue, braces naturally type protector for the popularization of. Admittedly, in the long history of the NBA, such
things as braces protect the numerous players of the oral cavity, but also in different synthetic effect of visual appreciation a stone of
stumbling, for example, Stephen Jackson yellow braces rather sick, give to the illusion of a mouthful of smoke spot, and Kenyon
Martin's red and white braces causing jaws or cannibal reverie. < p > and, of course, to braces this stuff become intimidated tool, will
have to go back to Charles Barkley man. He likes spitting up black braces in and spit, with the action a breathing braces on Barkley
that originally not benign face, Zhang Wenyuanxiao away from Tianjin war makes Soochow children did not dare Yeti's ferocity. < p >
will braces from the armour transformation for tapping the precedent is not never happened, Miami's Udonis Haslem in competition
with braces and threw it to the referee sanctions and the scripts Jew in the eyes, called "keep the classic textbook attack". < p > head
hoop has two major roles: first, let long hair not as in the match block line of sight; the second, to prevent sweat into the eyes -- but in
the NBA, head hoop can not long hair man patent, countless bald players with head band play fight, for them, head hoop or similar to
"cool" "fashion" or "collectivism" synonymous. < p > cliff Robinson, head band famous in his leadership, many players began the
head hoop attempt, a famous child is cliff Robinson to Ben Wallace recommended head hoop, tell the big head hoop helps to
concentrate. Results everyone see, Big Ben is rapidly becoming a head hoop gens, and piston but also the eastern part of the most
prominent head hoop help, unfortunately is big switch to Chicago even after brutally suppressed, the Bulls players are not allowed to
lead hoop that contrary to the team's dress strategies. and James - Lebron has become the new generation of the head band
spokesperson, he started from the age of 14 to play and keep the lead hoop. < p > Hamilton of course not mask the initiator of, the
existence of such tools. Obviously, it will protect the player and bridge of the nose and eyes, but side effects can not be ignored,
regardless of material and excellent mask there are ventilation and heat dissipation barrier, the Turks Tegru once because he was
wounded in the face while wearing a mask, after just one game tiger Lu then to throw away the mask, apply his original words: this
stuff cover on the face absolutely suffered terrible! < p > Hamilton but it seems natural that mask, he in the 2003-04 season after
unveiling a near nose injury, less than half a nose was injured again, and Hamilton holding "once bitten, decade afraid rope" attitude
to renowned trainer Jerry McHale elaborate masks, from spiralling out of control become alliance mask chief spokesperson. mask
belongs to the popular no less thirty years of things, the end of the 70's 80>
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